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The remarkable story of Grant Fowlds, who has dedicated his life to saving the imperiled

rhinos, vividly told with Graham Spence, co-author of the bestselling The Elephant

Whisperer.What would drive a man to ‘smuggle’ rhino horn back into Africa at great risk to

himself? This is just one of the situations Fowlds has put himself in as part of his ongoing fight

against poaching, in order to prove a link between southern Africa and the illicit, lucrative trade

in rhino horn in Vietnam.Shavings of rhino horn are sold as a snake-oil “cures,” but a rhino’s

horn has no magical, medicinal properties whatsoever. Yet it is for this that rhinoceroses are

being killed at an escalating rate that puts the survival of the species in jeopardy. This corrupt,

illegal war on wildlife has brought an iconic animal to the brink of extinction.Growing up on a

farm in the eastern Cape of South Africa, Grant developed a deep love of nature, turning his

back on hunting to focus on saving wildlife of all kinds and the environment that sustains both

them and us. He is a passionate conservationist who puts himself on the front line of protecting

rhinos in the wild—right now, against armed poachers—and in the long term, through his work

with schoolchildren, communities, and policymakers.

About the AuthorGrant Fowlds is a South African conservationist with an unique commitment

to everything endangered, Grant's vision is to try to fill the shoes of the late elephant whisperer

Lawrence Anthony, notably with his recent undercover filming of a tusk and horn auction in

Vietnam.Review“Harrowing tales of trying to save rhinos still alive after poachers have hacked

off their horns mix with funny stories, including Prince Harry meeting the author's crusty father,

making for an intimate look at the life of a true conservationist working to save Africa's most

imperiled species.”, Booklist --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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This book is dedicated to the more than one thousand rangers who have given their lives on

the front line in the ongoing battle to save endangered wildlife in Africa. Forever

remembered.On a more personal level, thank you to my wife, my three girls, my parents and

my dedicated brother, without whom this book would not have been written.PrologueThe one

thing I dared not do was what I felt like doing most. Breaking out in a cold sweat.If I had, it

would have given the game away.In my laptop bag were two packets of shaved rhinoceros

horn. Two plastic Ziploc bags, the kind corner-shopkeepers use when they bank a day’s cash

takings. Ounce for ounce, the shavings were as valuable as gold, and far more valuable than

drugs. If caught, my fate would be similar to a common cocaine smuggler with the likelihood of

a lengthy jail sentence and six-figure fine.I was at the impressively modern Noi Bai airport,

better known as the Hanoi International, in Vietnam’s capital city. I was about to board a plane

for Johannesburg, South Africa, after one of the most invigorating and uplifting experiences of

my life in conservation, attending the 2015 Operation Game Change festival, WildFest. It was

the first to be held in a country regarded as the world’s most notorious wildlife crime clearing

house, and the fact that Vietnam was the venue was a significant breakthrough in the battle for

the planet.The first part of the week, I witnessed animated young people singing, dancing,

screening anti-wildlife-crime films and expressing hope for the earth.I was filled with

optimism.Then it all came crashing down. I saw for myself the dark flipside of the coin.It was at

a village called Nhi Khe, billed in tourist brochures as a quaint street-market centre about 11

miles outside Hanoi, ostensibly dealing in traditional Vietnamese crafts.The reality is far more

sinister. For a conservationist, this is the most evil square mile in the world; the global trade

‘capital’ of acutely endangered wildlife. It is estimated that 50 per cent of all threatened-species

products are sold at Nhi Khe.It was there that I bought the highly illegal rhino-horn shavings,

which was the reason for my imminent cold-sweat panic as I neared the airport’s X-ray

machines.A few days previously, four of us had gone to the so-called craft village to verify first-

hand if rhino horn was being openly traded on the streets. With me were my conservation

colleague and friend Richard Mabanga, Johannesburg photographer Ilan Ossendryver and Jim

Ries from the American NGO One More Generation.As we walked down the maze of alleyways

housing Nhi Khe’s cramped sidewalk shops, looking starkly conspicuous as foreigners, two

shady modern-day spivs sped down the street on motorbikes, shouting in Vietnamese and

beeping their horns.It was obviously a warning and the wooden shutters of the shopfronts

started slamming as we approached. Thud-thud-thud … like clappers beating the bushveld

with sticks to flush out buck from dense foliage during a hunt. I noticed that not all shops were

closing, probably just the nastier ones. Those stocking rhino horn, ivory, pangolin and tiger

products under their counters. It was incredible to think that this pokey, narrow street had

millions of dollars of contraband for sale. A full rhino horn sells for more than a top-carat

diamond.We were technically undercover but Richard, Ilan and I must have stuck out like

nudists in a cathedral. The last thing we wanted was to be identified as Africans, the home of

the animal horn we were seeking, so we concocted a flimsy cover with me and Ilan coming

from Europe and Richard a Jamaican. He even had a go at the accent – it was pretty clear that

Bob Marley was his inspiration. All the same, it was far more convincing than me trying to

speak Queen’s English with my South African twang.I acted like a casual tourist, even wearing

a cheap ‘I love Vietnam’ T-shirt, nonchalantly inspecting the vast array of goods on display.

Much of what I saw broke my heart. While I didn’t spot rhino horn, there was everything else

imaginable, including ivory, tiger parts, tortoise shells and pangolin scales sold as carelessly as



loaves of bread.To boost my tourist credentials, I bought some rosewood souvenirs – the most

trafficked and endangered hardwood in the world. Every time I mentioned ‘rhino horn’ to a

shopkeeper there was a curt shake of the head.Then suddenly we got a bite. At one shop a

man caught my eye and beckoned. Four other men were with him. Yes, he said. They had

horn.We were taken inside and in an instant the mood changed. They started searching us,

barking aggressively in broken English. Who were we? What were we doing in Nhi Khe? Why

did we want rhino horn?I put my hands up, talking quietly while trying to defuse the situation. I

said I was suffering from a cold I could not shake and wanted to try a traditional remedy.It was

the right move. They instantly calmed and stopped shouting.One then smiled and put out his

hand. I shook it. He leant forward, almost whispering in my ear.‘How much money do you

have?’We had previously scraped together $500, all of us pooling our resources. This was way

off-budget for the conservation charities I work with, as I couldn’t really put ‘rhino-horn

purchase’ on an expense account. Rhino charities are not in the habit of buying rhino horn. In

fact, the extreme opposite. We were funding this operation ourselves.Five hundred dollars is

serious money in dong, the local currency, but the dealers were unimpressed. I could sense

their expectations deflate like a pricked balloon. The going price for horn was $16,000 a

kilogram. One of the men said dismissively that $500 would buy a paltry 32 grams of shavings.I

nodded, saying I only wanted a small amount for my cold, and handed over the money. In

return I got two small Ziploc bags filled with what looked like bone splinters.Back in our hotel, I

held the packets in my hand. Some magnificent beast died for this pathetic amount, sold to

cure a common cold. A towering icon of the animal kingdom, a species that has survived the

dinosaurs, ice age, meteor strikes and every other catastrophe except man, had its horn

hacked off and been left to bleed out in agony in the bush so some human could stop

sneezing. And it doesn’t even work. A rhino horn is not medicine; it is keratin, the same stuff as

our fingernails. The indignity of human greed and ignorance is infinite.However, I was not

convinced this was genuine rhino horn. I saw so many Asian buffalo products on the glass-top

shop counters in those cramped Nhi Khe streets that I was certain the packets contained

nothing more than shredded bovine bone. I reckoned they knew we were small-time amateurs

and had taken us for a ride.There was only one way to find out. I needed to get the packets

back to South Africa and have the contents tested. If they were rhino shavings, the horn would

be from Africa.In other words, I had to smuggle the horn home.The risks were daunting. If

caught, I would be thrown into jail and hit with a crippling fine that I could never pay on my

NGO salary. I had a wife and three daughters at home, who would not be thrilled with the idea

of their dad locked up in some dingy, far-flung cell.However, there was no question in my mind.

I knew I had to see this through. If I didn’t, it would be tantamount to making a break in a rugby

match with a clear run for the try line and then kicking the ball out of play. The big question was

not whether I did it, but how.This was trickier than it may sound as even though Vietnam at the

time had an unfortunate reputation of turning a blind eye to wildlife smuggling, the country was

belatedly starting to clamp down thanks to international pressure. It would be just my luck that

one of the first ‘traffickers’ the police caught was a conservationist doing freelance undercover

work.I had three smuggling options. I could either keep the packets on me and take my

chances with the walk-through electronic scanners; slip them in my laptop case and pray they

weren’t picked up by the X-ray machines; or else pack them in my suitcase going into the

aircraft’s hold.A packet with some bone-like shavings might possibly – just possibly – not spark

too much interest when viewed through an X-ray scanner, but a sniffer dog would go ballistic if

it got the scent from a suitcase. I reckoned it would probably be safer to carry the packets in my

hand luggage.But I was guessing. I had no idea. The bottom line was that any option was just



winging it and hoping for the best.I was inwardly nervous but somehow outwardly calm as I

walked through the electronic scanner. I half expected a police officer to cuff my wrist and haul

me away, but to my relief the laptop bag came bumping down the conveyor belt from the X-ray

machine without any eyebrows lifted.I breathed a little easier once on the plane, and a cold

beer from the drinks trolley was just the medicine I needed. Unlike rhino horn, it worked.In

South Africa I was banking on the fact that few, if any, customs officials would think someone

would be crazy enough to smuggle rhino horn into the country of origin. It would be tantamount

to sneaking cocaine into Colombia. But had anyone told the sniffer dogs that?I thought of what

I would say to my wife Angela if caught. It was a waste of time and mental energy, as there

would have been nothing I could say. I was returning from a trip to a festival spotlighting wildlife

crime, and here I was in the eyes of the law committing exactly that. How could anyone explain

that away?Looking as cool as possible, I got through the ‘nothing to declare’ queue at O.R.

Tambo airport in Johannesburg. Once out of the building, I breathed deeply, savouring the crisp

Highveld air of my home country. I had done it. And I was still a free man.The next step was to

deliver the samples to Dr Cindy Harper, the General Manager at the Onderstepoort Faculty of

Veterinary Science at the University of Pretoria. Cindy is truly one of wildlife’s unsung heroes,

working tirelessly to identify the scores of rhino horns being smuggled to the Far East. But I

could not compromise her with smuggled shavings, so didn’t tell her where I got the samples

from. Instead I filed a request for a DNA test on samples from an ‘unknown location’.Two

weeks later I got the results. It was not Asian buffalo, as I first suspected. The dealers were not

con artists fleecing gullible tourists. This was the real deal; genuine rhino horn. Cindy could not

pinpoint exactly where it was from, but the DNA evidence was otherwise conclusive. The

shavings came off a southern white rhino from somewhere in South Africa.I whistled softly. Not

only had I concrete proof that South African horn was being sold openly in Vietnam, I’d shown

how easy it was to smuggle it through a sophisticated airport with some of the most modern

scanners and X-ray machines available.I felt sick to my stomach, yet it was a moment of cold

clarity.The eco-wars were to become the focus of my life.CHAPTER ONE:Goats and Growing

UpGoats are not the most glamorous of animals.They are not cute or cuddly like kittens, they

don’t obey commands like dogs, and they are not sleek and beautiful like lions or leopards.But

I have huge affection for them. Not only are they among the most indomitable of creatures,

goats were the start of my love affair with animals and the magnificent wild places of Africa.I

was born on a 2200-hectare farm called Leeuwenbosch outside Port Elizabeth in the Eastern

Cape province of South Africa. It was a sheep and cattle ranch which had been owned by the

Fowlds family since 1872, and much of the land was still untamed. Aloes stood tall like spires

of stately cathedrals, while grasslands and savannah spread lush-green in the valley of the

Bushman’s River that snaked through our lands on its way to the sea. On the higher ground,

shrub thickets and thorn trees with spikes like daggers dotted the terrain, sprawling up the

rocky kopjes – the hillocks – as they had since time immemorial.It was a childhood with

unimaginable freedoms compared to today. Like many other white boys growing up in southern

Africa, my first language was Xhosa and my playmates black kids living on the farm. When I

was six or seven, I would often disappear into the bush for several days, and after a night or

two my mother would start worrying and ask the workers if they knew where I was.The answer

was always the same. Yes, I was fine and had just eaten breakfast of umphokoqo – dried,

crumbly maize meal sometimes served with sour milk called amasi – at the staff huts. To this

day, I would choose umphokoqo, the Xhosa staple diet, over any other breakfast, although it is

equally delicious for lunch or dinner.Mom would then despatch a search party to bring me

home for more food and wash my ears, which were so filthy she could have planted potatoes in



them.I was the oldest child, born a year before my sister Ros. We had a younger sister, Mary-

Nan, who drowned in a reservoir when she was three. My father was away playing cricket at

the time, and the anguish that caused my parents was incalculable. A decade was to pass

before they had children again; my brother William and, a year later, Jayne. Both Mom and Dad

came from rugged pioneer stock and were tough people, but they were always gentle with us.

My dad once said to me that parents who are hard on their children have never experienced

the loss of one.Despite that period of almost bottomless grief, Leeuwenbosch thrived as a

farm. There had been tragedies before Mary-Nan, as the unusual appearance of four

cypresses outside my parents’ home attests. The trees are the sole alien species in an

indigenous landscape. They were planted by my great-grandparents, William and Gertrude

Fowlds, in memory of the four children they lost in a row as infants early last century. As my

father wrote in his memoirs, ‘One is astounded to think how parents could cope with such a

tragedy.’Cope they did. The people of the Eastern Cape district of Alexandria are mainly

descendants of the resilient British settlers from the 1820s onwards and the impressive Xhosa

tribes with whom they clashed during a hundred-year-long border war. There is much blood in

our history, much tragedy, much courage and much goodness. I was privileged to grow up

there.The defining moment of my childhood was when my maternal grandfather, Claude

Rippon, took me to a trading post at the Carlisle Bridge on the Great Fish River one weekend. I

still have no idea why, as Carlisle Bridge is one of the most barren places in the country. The

joke is that when a plague of locusts swarmed, looking for countryside to strip bare, they

bypassed Carlisle Bridge figuring they had already been there.We passed a yard where goats

were sold. I even remember the name of the breeder, Mr Norton. For some reason, I decided

there and then that I was going to became a goat farmer. With the dogged persistence of

youth, I persuaded my grandfather that I simply could not live without the animals.What he

made of a seven-year-old wanting to buy semi-wild goats, I have no idea, apart from scratching

his head and assuming I was a little unusual. Or, more likely, crazy. But grandfather Claude was

the kindest man I have ever known and he bought me five ewes and a ram.A few days later I

returned home from school and was told that ‘the present’ from my grandfather had arrived. I

can’t remember ever being so excited. My life changed on that day.The goats were as skittish

as wild horses, which came as a surprise to me as I was expecting something tamer, like

sheep. I was rudely disabused of that notion as we tried to corral them into a nearby camp.

Fortunately, the workers on Leeuwenbosch were experienced stockmen and somehow we

coaxed the wild, rangy animals into a grazing enclosure.My new life began. Soon I was

breeding the animals, and my dad seconded one of his workers called Tolly Masumpa to help

me.Tolly was a godsend. He had been badly burnt in a veld fire some years ago when he tried

to kick a can of paraffin out of the way and the flames flared up his legs. His limbs were

covered with pink scar tissue and, as a result, he couldn’t do the hard manual labour that

mainstream farm work required. He also couldn’t ride any more, which was a problem as this

was before the time of off-road motorbikes and most stock herding was done on horseback.But

Tolly was undefeatable. Being lame was just a minor hassle as far as he was concerned, and

we bought him a Scotch cart – a two-wheel cart – at an old farm auction with a drawing horse

to help him get around.Every day Tolly would ride to the camps in his cart and we would round

up the goats if they needed to be herded to new grazing, or for dipping. He even had a

compartment in the back of his cart where he put the kids that couldn’t keep up with their

mothers.Boer goats are extremely hardy creatures, requiring very little maintenance. They only

need to be dipped for lice and ticks every week or so. Other than that, they fended for

themselves, but I always kept them in camps close to our house where I could be with them. I



was so fanatical that my dad eventually told me to stop physically handling them. It worried him

that I loved the animals too much.The herd was expanding nicely and I persuaded my dad that

we needed to increase our stock at an even faster rate. We went to an auction and bought the

mangiest black and blue goats we could find. We only paid a pittance for them, but they were

pitiful specimens. However, that was my plan; to put decent rams on substandard ewes, which

both accelerated the growth of the herd and upgraded bloodlines. Each generation would

produce better-quality animals.Goats were the focal point of my life. So much so that I was

called ‘Goat’ at school, which wasn’t the coolest nickname to have. But it gave me some minor

celebrity status as every Wednesday afternoon I got time off to attend auctions and buy and

sell animals while other kids were playing rugby or cricket. I even got a write-up in the local

newspaper, which in those days was the street-cred equivalent of getting a hundred thousand

likes on Facebook.By the time I was sixteen, I was running more than a thousand animals. The

profits paid for my school fees, which was no mean feat seeing I was at St Andrew’s College in

Grahamstown, an expensive private school.I couldn’t have done it without Tolly. He was

brilliant. He could not read or write – in fact, he could only count to five – and yet he knew

every animal by sight. At times we would be driving a herd of more than four hundred to the dip

and he’d tell me one was missing. I would say no, they’re all there. He would shake his head,

muttering that the one that always walks at the back, or the one with the red patch, or the one

with the bent horn, was not in the herd.We’d go back and search the camps and, without fail,

Tolly was right. We always found the goat he had described, whether it was lost, sick or, sadly,

dead.I still find it incredible to think that the entire herd of unruly creatures was run by myself,

barely a teenager, Tolly, who was lame, and my border collie Kola, who slept by my bed each

night. Kola had never been formally trained, yet he could corral the animals as expertly as any

of the top sheepdogs in Britain.Despite his injuries, Tolly lived until he was eighty, dying soon

after my fiftieth birthday. He was one of the best; my finest mentor and friend, even with our

age difference.What I didn’t realise at the time was how much dealing with goats drew me

deep into the ancient spirituality of Xhosa culture. A goat to both Zulu and Xhosa tribes is more

than just a sturdy animal uniquely adapted to the harshness of this continent. It is a mystical

creature used in rituals and ceremonies. Ancestors are extremely important in all African

cultures, and almost all my buyers were black South Africans wanting quality goats to

commune with the spirits of their forebears through sacrificial slaughter.I did on occasion send

my animals to the abattoir, but was so upset at seeing them driven into the slaughterhouse that

I gave it up. The slaughterhouses also paid peanuts. A Xhosa wanting a goat as lobola, or

bride-price, to impress a future father-in-law paid far more than any abattoir catering for the

white market.Even that was hard for me. I hated to see my animals tethered by the neck and

led off down the road. I had constantly to tell myself that I was a businessman, not a pet

breeder.At that stage, I was also still running wild with Xhosa boys on the farm, hunting, fishing

and unravelling mysteries of the bush with barefoot botanists who may not have known any

Latin names, but sure as hell knew how to live off the land. I discovered how to dig deep in the

soil for succulent bulbs that could be squashed for drinking water and then the pulp could be

eaten. I learned how to pick prickly pears without getting ripped by cactus thorns and how to

smoke out a beehive with a match and tattered piece of hessian to get the honey.We would be

gone for days, but this was no camping with fancy tents, fleece-lined sleeping bags and blow-

up mattresses. We sheltered in an old rusty water tank with a hole for a door. The days were

blazing hot, but the nights often cold with thin frost crisping the ground. We huddled around red-

glowing log fires, roasting small animals or birds we had shot for dinner, then creeping

exhausted under a shared blanket on the hard earthen floor.My friends were almost always



older than me. Some were abakhwetha, teenagers who had just been through a circumcision

ceremony known as Ulwaluko, which in Xhosa culture is the transition from youth to adult.

Sometimes they showed me their recently circumcised manhood, which looked extremely

painful. I believed that I too would have to undergo an Ulwaluko before becoming a man, and

was not looking forward to it. The Xhosa youths laughed when I told them that. Ulwaluko was

not for white boys, they said.I also learned how to hunt with my black friends, first with

catapults, then, as we got older, with .22s and a .410 shotgun for guinea fowl and other game

birds.But I soon discovered the hard way that my love for animals would kill my love of hunting

stone dead.It was one of the most traumatic and long-lasting lessons of my life.CHAPTER

TWO:Hunting for the Right AnswersFor those of us living in the outbacks, hunting was wired

into our DNA.Although the area was no longer the frontier – and had not been so for more than

a hundred and fifty years – the pioneer spirit still prevailed powerfully. More and more land was

being cleared for agriculture, but there was a lot of wild game in the remaining bush and

virtually all farmers hunted to some extent.At Leeuwenbosch, we were no different except that

we were possibly more organised than most. On the first of July each year, my dad and his

many friends would congregate at a safari camp called Ashcombe to take part in a large

hunting festival that became a tradition.It was started by my grandfather Victor Fowlds and his

neighbour Guyborn Slater in 1938. However, in Victor’s case it was more for family reasons

than hunting as his mother was not well and he didn’t want to holiday far from home in case

she took a turn for the worse. Instead, he decided to set up a hunting camp at Ashcombe, 7

miles away on the other side of the road, so he could have a break from the long months of

farming but still be close by in the event of an emergency.Initially the hunts lasted for a

weekend or two, but the fame of Ashcombe soon spread far and wide as the word got out that

this was no ordinary jaunt in the bush. It was more like something out of a Hemingway novel

with tents, caravans, long-drop toilets, outdoor showers and log fires with iron grids for grilling

slabs of venison. But unlike Hemingway’s books of romanticised Africa, this was the real deal

with rough-and-ready men clutching frosted beer cans or whisky glasses with ice tinkling and

swapping yarns about their escapades of the day. On some nights the entire district would

arrive for festivities and music lasting long into the night. It was a big deal to get the nod to go

on an Ashcombe hunt and we had people from all around the world joining us. If you declined,

you were not asked again. Few declined. This was the safari of the year.The schedule never

varied. Hunting took place on alternate days with long racks of South African jerky called

biltong being cured on the rest days. My grandfather also insisted on a camp rule that every

morning was started with a cold shower, which was something you would not have found on a

Hemingway safari where Swahili servants ran hot bath water in canvas tubs for the bwana and

memsahib.My dad carried on the Ashcombe hunts for another ten years after his father died,

and I remember as a boy going on those safaris and loving every minute. However, even in

those days, I enjoyed the convivial fireside chats, the stories told by thorn-scratched men of the

bush, the lively banter and sheer exuberance of living outdoors far more than the actual

hunting.The hunters often used dogs as much of the growth was so thick as to make tracking

almost impossible. The indigenous Eastern Cape bush, called Albany thicket, is among the

most impenetrable vegetation in the world. It’s a type of dense scrubland consisting of short

thorn trees, shrubs and creepers that can reduce visibility to a few yards. In 1919, Major P. J.

Pretorius – one of South Africa’s most famous hunters whose exploits inspired Wilbur Smith’s

novel Shout at the Devil–was hired by the provincial government to shoot elephant herds in the

Addo area to make way for farmland. He described the bush as plucking a tract of the toughest,

most torturously tangled jungle in wildest West Africa, and dumping it in the Eastern



Cape.Among the more colourful characters of the Ashcombe safaris was my great-uncle,

Dudley Fowlds. On one occasion he was part of a group beating the bush to spook buck into

an open area, when something struck him in the neck.It was painful, but nothing could stop him

from the chase and he continued beating until he had finished his section of thicket.He sat on a

rock in the blazing sun and one of the other hunters glanced at him and remarked, ‘Dudley,

you’re looking a little white, boet.’ (Boet is the Afrikaans word for brother, a generic term for

friend.)‘Ja. I think I’ve been shot.’There was blood gushing down his neck.‘How does it

feel?’Dudley touched the wound, looked at the blood on his hand and said, ‘It feels a bit

warm.’It then transpired that he had been shot – clipped in the back of his neck from a ricochet

accidentally fired by another hunter.Dudley was driven to the local doctor, who told him he had

no anaesthetic.‘Just cut the bullet out, boet,’ Dudley said. ‘I need to get back to

Ashcombe.’Dudley didn’t make a murmur as the doctor sliced open his neck with a scalpel and

removed the chunk of lead. It missed his spinal column by a fraction of an inch. Otherwise he

would have been paralysed. Or dead.The next day, Dudley was out hunting again.Such stories

were not that unusual in the Eastern Cape fifty years ago, but Dudley was a legend in his own

right. An immensely powerful man, he would lift his Morris Minor truck with his hands to put it

on blocks and change a tyre rather than bother with a jack. The small truck also had a long

whippy aerial bolted onto the middle of the bonnet, but not because Dudley had a fancy radio

in his clapped-out jalopy. It was to slice through spider webs in the bush as there was no roof

on the vehicle.He also was ‘famous’ for falling off the top of a windmill and crashing to the

ground without seriously injuring himself. When asked how he survived, he would look at the

questioner askance and say, ‘Well, boet, I fell slowly.’As well as going on the Ashcombe safaris

and hunting birds and small game with my Xhosa friends, sometimes I would go out into the

bush to shoot a buck for biltong, usually with an extraordinary guide called Lastnight Masumpa,

the brother of my goatherd Tolly. As far as I know, Lastnight was his real name, not some

moniker given to him by a non-Xhosa speaker.He was a maestro in the bush. He was

employed at Leeuwenbosch as a gardener, but he had the true heart of a hunter. Hunting was

what he lived for. He showed me how to track and stalk, and although I never hunt any more,

those skills still come in handy when I’m in the veld doing conservation work around

Africa.However, on what turned out to be my most memorable hunt, Lastnight was not with me.

Which is probably why I made an amateur mistake that still haunts me to this day.I was in my

mid-teens and shot and wounded an antelope. It was bleating like a child and I rushed up to it,

planning to put it quickly out of its misery with my pocket knife.I started trying to cut the carotid

artery behind the horns that pumps blood to the brain. I thought one stab would end it all.I was

wrong. Horribly wrong. I stabbed and hacked away while the poor animal bleated louder and

louder, each bawl sounding more pitiful. It cried like a human baby.I started calling for help, but

was too far from the house for anyone to hear me. Eventually I carried the bleeding creature

home and finally managed to kill it.It was one the most traumatic yet important lessons of my

life, but sadly an animal had to die to teach it to me. I now knew without doubt that I wanted to

conserve nature rather than destroy it. It was the first tentative step I took to becoming a

conservation activist.I never hunted again.CHAPTER THREE:Wild Lesson, Wild Men, Wild

CoastI was not much of an academic at school, and that’s putting it politely.My heart was

outdoors. Stuffy classrooms, books and lessons did not agree with me.The exception was

Xhosa. It was a subject at which I excelled. Perhaps this was not surprising as I was already

fluent in the language, and as most of my time on the farm was either running goats with Tolly

Masumpa or running wild with Xhosa youths, I was completely at home with black South

Africans.However, my college Xhosa teacher was white and one of the biggest influences of



my young life. His name was Alistair ‘Ali’ Weakley and, for me, he was a carbon copy of the

inspirational teacher played by Robin Williams in Dead Poet’s Society.In those days there were

few black teachers in white schools and so it was not unusual to have a white guy teaching the

home tongue of Nelson Mandela. But Ali was not your average white guy. Not only did he

speak the language beautifully, but he was enthralled by Xhosa culture and traditions.This was

rare in the 1970s, as like most rural areas the Alexandria farming district was conservative,

even by South African standards. There were few liberals in the countryside, and Ali was a

notable exception. He was so far removed from most other whites of his generation that they

could have come from different planets.But Ali could pull it off like nobody else. He defied every

stereotype of a liberal. For a start, he was an excellent rugby player, hard as granite, and could

always be found bloodied and bruised at the bottom of a scrum. He was captain of the Border

first team, and although Border may not have won a cabinet full of trophies, they were feared

throughout the land as the meanest, toughest players on any field.Ali did not exactly have film-

star looks, but he was a babe magnet and seldom seen without a gorgeous girl on his arm. So

to us he was as glamorous as a movie star, with wild long hair, flashing a gap-toothed smile

and speeding around the town in a purple Volvo.All the boys worshipped him as he was so

unconventional – arriving late for formal school assemblies with uncombed hair and his

academic gown hanging untidily off his brawny shoulders. No doubt other teachers hated his

nonconformity as much as we loved it.I got a First Class pass in Xhosa, which for me was an

academic miracle as I barely scraped through in other subjects. But I think every boy in Ali’s

class got an A; his lessons were that good.He also was one of the few whites who supported

Nelson Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC), which was banned at the time. But such

formalities did not bother Ali. He was a total rebel, and a completely fearless one.The highlight

of my school career was when Ali took us on a ten-day field trip along the Wild Coast, a

savagely beautiful stretch of rocky seashore curving down the Transkei, which is what the

Xhosa homeland was called in the apartheid era.We camped on the beaches, hiking into the

dunes to visit Xhosa kraals, or homesteads, where Ali showed us first-hand the rich heritage of

this proud, impressive people.I subconsciously knew a lot about Xhosa customs as I mixed so

much with them on the farm, but I never really thought about it. Ali brought it all to life,

explaining the traditions to us with vivid words and images as we sat around a campsite fire on

the beach. Ali loved lots of things in life – rugby, women, fishing, partying – but also teaching.

On that trip, he shared his abiding passion for Xhosa culture unstintingly with us.I remember

being severely reprimanded when I entered a kraal uninvited to look at the cattle of the induna

(headman). I did so because as a farmer I genuinely was interested in cows. We had a large

herd at Leeuwenbosch and I was curious to see the condition of the stock.Ali called me over

and gave me one of the biggest tongue-lashings of my life.‘You never ever go into a kraal

without asking the induna’s permission,’ he fumed. ‘Only if he invites you in are you allowed to

inspect his cows and praise them. It’s the same as walking up to a stranger and asking if you

can see his bank balance.’It’s a lesson I never forgot.We also learned about the circumcision

ceremonies of boys becoming men, what the ochre they smeared on themselves meant, the

symbolism of the different colours that the women wore, how they mash corn – there was no

facet of Xhosa life that didn’t fascinate Ali. He was so enthused that he carried us along with

him by sheer force of character.I only realised many years later what a masterclass of Africa I

was getting from a man who truly was in tune with the soul of the continent. Ali’s eccentricity

and exuberance opened an exciting new door for me. My knowledge of African languages and

culture has been one of the greatest gifts bequeathed to me. It has stood me in good stead

throughout the continent. It was a rare privilege, bestowed on me by people such as Ali, which



I will always treasure.I wish this had a happy ending. It doesn’t. In 1993, Ali was murdered by

the people he loved.It happened after Chris Hani, the charismatic leader of the South African

Communist Party and chief of staff of uMkhonto we Sizwe, the armed wing of the African

National Congress (ANC), was assassinated. Hani was outside his house in Boksburg near

Johannesburg when a Polish anti-communist immigrant named Janusz Walu�° shot him as he

stepped out of his car.The country held its breath, waiting for a mass uprising and waves of

bloody revenge attacks, if not outright civil war. Nelson Mandela went on TV appealing for

calm, showing what a great statesman he was. Mandela pointed out that it was a white woman

who called the police, resulting in the prompt arrest of Hani’s killer.The fury in the townships

and on the streets was palpable, but most people heeded Mandela’s call. Sadly, not all.Three

days later, Ali and his brother Glen were returning from a fishing trip at the Umngazi river

mouth. On the road to Port St Johns, four youths armed with automatic rifles opened fire on the

vehicle, killing the Weakley brothers.The pathos was almost too much to bear – a man who

had spent his life helping blacks hamstrung by the iniquitous apartheid system being killed by

an ANC cadre. The liberation struggle in this case had tragically devoured its own.Several

years later at the Truth and Reconciliation Committee (TRC) amnesty hearings, one of the

killers, Mlulamisi Maxhayi, gave his reason for the murder: ‘We decided to kill the white people

because they were a symbol of apartheid.’Ali was anything but a symbol of apartheid. He was

a symbol of hope. I still shudder when I think of such a monumentally tragic waste, and the

terrible loss to our country.But yet… consider this. Fundisile Guleni, another of the killers, told

the TRC: ‘We are so sorry for the families and would like to apologise to all of those affected by

our actions.’That, I believe, is what Ali would have wanted to hear.I left school to do mandatory

military service, but was lucky enough to be accepted into the Air Force rather than becoming

a foot slogger. I was promoted to lieutenant and fell in love with flying, crewing in Mirage and

Impala jets as well as Alouette helicopters. As luck would have it, I was based in Hoedspruit,

which is in the heart of wildlife country and a gateway town to the Kruger National Park, South

Africa’s most famous reserve. Even better, my living quarters were in an actual game reserve

and I used to jog past herds of buck and zebra every morning.I briefly toyed with the idea of

becoming a full-time pilot, but the lure of farming was too strong. After leaving the Air Force, I

enrolled at the Cedara Agricultural College in Pietermaritzburg to study for a farming diploma.

But more importantly, it was there that I met my future wife, Angela Townsend, a gorgeous

blonde at the nearby Teacher Training College.In 1985 I returned to Leeuwenbosch, and

although I still had my goat herd, I decided to go into dairy farming. My dad agreed with me

and, in a strategic family move, I bought from him an adjoining 400-hectare farm called

Sunnyside, on the banks of the Bushman’s River.Angela and I married in 1987, and by 1989 I

had built a state-of-the-art dairy and was the second largest protein milk producer after

DairyBelle, a household name in South Africa.Soon afterwards, along with a few other farmers

in the area, I was approached by a consortium of Johannesburg businessmen and made an

offer that seemed almost too good to be true. In essence, they would not only buy our livestock

off us, they would then pay us a management fee to graze them.The first lesson I learned from

that deal was that when the suits from Jo’burg knock on your door, you need to scrutinise every

word, dot and dash in a contract, no matter how minuscule.The second is that when an offer

seems too good to be true, it usually is.What I later discovered was that the suits owned all the

assets, but as I was the trading company, I still stood surety for bank repayments.Then one of

the worst droughts in living memory struck and the Bushman’s River dried up. Technically, the

cattle belonged to the suits, so when I started trucking in water and expensive livestock feed,

they said the costs were too high and instructed me to slaughter the entire herd. Their



philosophy was simple; the first loss is the best loss. They didn’t give a damn about starving

animals; cut their throats was their answer.I couldn’t do it. I could not kill off a herd of prize

Guernsey cows just to balance some city slicker’s books. I may be a sentimental farmer, but

that was not the way I did things.Initially I used my own money to feed the herd, but it was

eventually out of my hands as the sheriff of the court arrived and impounded the animals. I

fought back with an interdict and, with the help of Paul Benham, one of the suits who actually

showed some compassion, I managed to save half of the herd. But it crippled me financially

and eventually I closed the dairy down.At that stage Angela’s father, Dave Townsend, a major

sugarcane grower in KwaZulu-Natal, asked me to come and farm on the North Coast. He

obviously wanted his daughter closer to home, but at the same time he was planning on getting

out of farming and the fact that I was looking for a job was a fortuitous coincidence.Angela and

I, with our first child Jess, who was now three years old, arrived in KwaZulu-Natal in 1991. My

first task was to learn how to grow sugar, which was vastly different to dairy and sheep. I also

planted bananas, which was so successful that within a few years they overtook sugar as my

main crop.We were soon up and running. In fact, we were thriving. But at the same time I was

now getting more and more interested in conservation, perhaps even at the expense of

farming. I remembered how happy I had been in the bush back in the Eastern Cape, the

freedom and feral beauty of the wilderness, and somehow knew that was where my true calling

lay. I had no concrete ideas of how to channel this vision into a viable project; all I knew was

that it was something I wanted to do.But how?Not long afterwards I got an answer. In 1991,

one of the world’s most gifted eco-visionaries, Adrian Gardner, opened Shamwari, a game

reserve just to the north of Leeuwenbosch. He had started the project the year before with the

humble purchase of a small, badly degraded 1200-hectare farm. The same drought that had

crippled me also ruined many other farmers, who were forced to put their land on the market.

Adrian, originally from Zimbabwe, bought them out and today the Shamwari Game Reserve is

an impressive 25,000 hectares.Having grown up in the area, I knew first-hand that the Eastern

Cape once teemed with game. In terms of biodiversity, it’s one of the richest wildlife ranges in

Africa. It was here that the Big Five, lion, leopard, buffalo, elephant and rhino, were first

encountered by the early European settlers. That’s why wildlife historians still refer to the Cape

buffalo, Cape leopard and Cape lion. The endangered black rhino also once flourished.But due

to hunting, chronic over-farming and drought – which I certainly knew all about – the Big Five

were no longer around. The last Cape lion had been shot about a hundred and fifty years

ago.Not only that, commercial farming was turning the land into a dustbowl. Much of the

Eastern Cape is not suited for agriculture. It is a magnificent natural wildlife zone with valleys

and thickets that bind the soil. Remove that, and the land will wither and die – which was

exactly what was happening with agriculture. We farmers were the problem.My father, brother

William and I knew this. We spoke about it at length. We watched with interest what Adrian was

doing at Shamwari.When the Merino wool industry collapsed due to the mass production of

synthetic fibre in the early 1990s, it was a bitter financial blow to us. We also suffered heavy

losses from stock theft. Transporting the animals to the nearest city of Port Elizabeth was a

nightmare, and trucks were regularly attacked by stock thieves. They would kill the animals,

stuff the meat into plastic bags, and wait for a taxi to pick them up. We would only discover this

when we counted the sheep at Port Elizabeth. Backtracking along the route we would find

discarded skins, entrails and limbs. The skull was always taken because in the Eastern Cape a

sheep’s head is a prized delicacy.In the light of escalating theft and collapsing markets, we

decided to go into game ranching, as Shamwari was doing. This meant we had to close down

our sheep and cattle business, which had been in the family for five generations, and start



afresh. We also would have to re-wild the land to its former pristine wilderness state,

something that had not been done for more than a century and a half.It was a daunting project,

but William, Dad and I had almost religious faith in it. In fact, I believed it was our destiny. First,

there was the collapse of my dairy venture, then the Merino wool industry … well, perhaps I

could be forgiven for believing that fate was channelling me into wildlife conservation.We had

the grand ideas, but not the capital. It would be an expensive business re-wilding 2200

hectares and closing down the family farm at the same time. In other words, we would be

spending a lot of money with not much coming in.Even more problematic was that neither

William nor I were living at Leeuwenbosch at the time. I was still farming bananas in KwaZulu-

Natal, and newly married William was a struggling veterinarian in Southend-on-Sea on the

Thames estuary in England. Neither of us had anywhere near the capital required to do what

had to be done.How to raise the money was the most pressing problem of my life at the

time.One of the answers was to go back to what I knew best.Goats.CHAPTER FOUR:Goats

and the Sons of Shaka‘Mayday! Mayday! I’m under attack,’ I shouted over the Farm Watch

radio.Gunfire blasting in the background added authority to my call. Outside three or four men

were trying to shoot the lock off my office security door. I had been working late and they had

arrived under cover of darkness in a pickup truck. Initially I thought little of it when I saw the

vehicle stop outside. Then several men got out and a chill ran down my spine.They were

armed. They walked straight up to my office building, fortunately some distance away from the

main farmhouse where Angela and the kids were, and started firing at the security

door.Somehow the locks held. I grabbed the Citizens’ Band microphone just an arm’s reach

away and clicked the radio over to the emergency channel linking directly to Farm Watch, a

civilian armed-response network that invariably arrives at rural crime scenes long before the

police.As I again barked out a Mayday call, more shots echoed into the night as the gunmen

continued trying to blast out the locks. Cordite choked the air and the door would soon cave in.

I pulled out a .9 mm pistol from my desk drawer, but I knew that not only was I outnumbered, I

was outgunned.A cool, unruffled voice came over the radio. ‘Copy that, Grant. We’re on our

way.’ You would have thought the guy was giving me a weather report he was so calm.‘Make it

quick,’ I said, pointing my gun at the door, finger tightening on the trigger, ready to fire if it burst

open.Several minutes later I saw car headlights bouncing up the dirt tracks through the banana

fields. The driver had his foot flat on the accelerator. That’s one thing about South Africans –

when you are in trouble they drop everything to help you.The gunmen fled. In fact, their

departure was so swift that they left their truck behind, sprinting straight into the bush. The

Farm Watch first responders, ordinary farmers like me, fired some shots into the darkness to

speed them on their way. Then it was quiet.I was lucky. I probably would not have survived a

close-quarter gunfight, if it had come to that. And it made me realise exactly how risky my

increasingly lucrative goat business had become.After arriving in KwaZulu-Natal in 1991, I

found that my ‘fame’ as an Eastern Cape goat farmer had followed me. The province was the

ancestral homeland of the Zulu tribe, a Nguni people like the Xhosa with similar language and

traditions. This meant that I had a running start in dealing with them from the word go.The Zulu

are even more enthusiastic about goats than the Xhosa. Barely a ceremony goes by without a

sacrifice. The animals are always eaten afterwards, so it is part of their staple diet and not

solely a blood-letting ritual communicating with ancestral spirits.I was soon asked by workers

on the farms and people in villages and townships if I could get them quality goats. It didn’t

take a genius to figure out that with my background this was a solid business opportunity. I still

had my herd at Leeuwenbosch, and it wasn’t long before trucks loaded with goats, driven by an

extraordinary man called David Nokanda, were thundering up through Lesotho en route to



KwaZulu-Natal a thousand miles away. The shorter road through the Transkei was so riddled

with potholes, stray pigs, obstinate donkeys and wayward drivers sometimes high on the local

weed, dagga, that it wasn’t worth the risk.David was born on the same day and year as my dad

so they referred to each other as twin brothers. It was a friendship across the colour-line that

lasted throughout David’s life. Dad often still talks about him.In those days there were no

satnavs to point drivers in the right direction. Yet David, who had no schooling, would climb into

the truck and, no matter where I asked him to go, would find the client and deliver the

goats.Within a few years of our arrival, goats were my biggest money spinner, more lucrative

than my main crop of bananas. The cash I was making was going to help swell the Fowlds

family coffers to finance the re-wilding of Leeuwenbosch. There was no project closer to my

heart.My goats were without question the best in the province as they were organic before the

word became fashionable. They grazed freely on our farm and hadn’t been cooped up for

weeks in pens. More importantly, they didn’t die soon after arriving in KwaZulu-Natal, unlike my

competitors importing blue and black goats from Namibia. Namibian goats are used to arid

conditions as the country is bone dry. Consequently, as soon as they were offloaded in sub-

tropical KwaZulu-Natal, they gorged on the lush green grass. Their stomachs couldn’t handle

such rich pastures and they often died from diarrhoea.My animals were hardy Boer goats and

in huge demand. I also started a relationship with Indian buyers, as Indians were the second

largest population group in the province, and during the Muslim Eid festival I supplied most of

the mosques north of Durban. Although Eid only happens once a year, it is a huge

market.However, my key market was Zulu, and soon I could speak the language flawlessly. I

regularly ventured far into the tribal heart and learned the traditions of the mighty nation that

lived in the beautiful hills and valleys. Just as with the Xhosa, this was the bedrock of a

priceless education that I could not have picked up anywhere else. Not only that, it was to

become a foundation of trust and empathy in later dealings with communities on conservation

projects deep in the outbacks.Although the rest of my family didn’t share my passion for goats,

Angela and my three daughters at least fell in love with one of them. His name was Dennis.He

was a monster of his breed with horns as curved as the handlebars of a chopped-down Harley-

Davidson hog. He was the family favourite, so when the kids were asked to bring a pet to

school for a fun day, they took Dennis along – much to the initial consternation of teachers who

were expecting something a tad smaller. He arrived in dignified splendour, standing aloofly

apart from the lesser creatures, mainly puppies, kittens and rabbits, that were romping about

on the grass. There were even guinea pigs and goldfish.But he was actually a gentle soul,

allowing the kids to ride on his back in return for loaves of bread that he devoured with relish.

They loved it, and on future ‘pet days’, Dennis the non-menace was always summoned.Dennis

was a kaparter (castrated male) so he didn’t smell foul like a billy goat that tends to urinate on

itself. He also was what is called a Judas goat, an animal trained to associate with sheep and

cattle and herd them to the abattoir on slaughter days – hence the name Judas. But as I sold

our goats live, Dennis didn’t do much Judas work, and was only required to lead them to

various holding pens.It was a sad day for the family when Dennis went to the big goat kraal in

the sky, and I can still clearly picture his magnificent handlebar-sized horns that a Hells Angel

biker would have killed for.Eventually, my goat business grew so much that I started giving

credit, which of course created problems of its own with repayments. I had to enlist a beefy ex-

wrestler as an enforcer to sort out bad debts. He wasn’t very successful as the townships are

such a maze of alleys and pathways that it’s extremely difficult to track down someone who

doesn’t want to be found. However, I was selling more than five hundred goats a week so was

able to write off bad debts as business was booming.Eventually, my sources in the Eastern



Cape were depleted and I started importing from Namibia like my competitors, becoming a

wholesaler in the process.This also generated problems, which were somewhat more serious

than debt collecting. I was shot at several times as people now knew I was carrying wads of

cash in my truck. I was also travelling to some of the wildest places in the country where few

white people ventured, so was a visible target. It got so dangerous that I had to hire cash-in-

transit vans with bulletproof windows.Consequently, being attacked in my office by gunmen one

night was not a complete surprise. This was nothing personal; they were just following the

money.Even worse was when my right-hand man, Dumisani Mthethwa, was hijacked and

beaten to within an inch of his life. His unconscious body was dumped at the aMatikulu river

mouth, a lawless chunk of real estate and a favoured area for hiding corpses as they were

rarely found. His attackers thought he was dead.But Dumisani is as tough as rhino hide.

Somehow he managed to regain consciousness and limp out of the thick bush to get help.His

attack shook us badly and I installed electronic trackers in our trucks. Despite that, we still had

about four or five further hijacking attempts.The final straw was not gunmen or hijackings. It

was bureaucracy, when the government, in its wisdom, decided to impose Value Added Tax on

goat sales. Beforehand goats had been zero-rated as they were listed as a basic subsistence

food, consumed by the poorest of poor South Africans.No longer. Overnight, I had to pay 14

per cent on all stock, which slashed my profits to the bone. I was bringing in a thousand goats

at a time from Namibia, and now having to pay VAT upfront at the border post was killing me

financially. Goats are mainly bought for traditional slaughter, and if you don’t sell them within a

week of delivery, they lose condition in the pens and the dealer loses money. So to bring in a

thousand animals, pay VAT upfront, transport them a thousand miles and then risk losing a

significant percentage due to stomach ailments as they were not acclimatised to KwaZulu-

Natal grazing, was not the ideal business plan.On top of that, both Dumisani and I were lucky

to have escaped with our lives. The stakes were getting too high and the profit margins too low.

It was now time to move on.Looking back, it had been one hell of a rollercoaster ride. It also in

the long run incrementally helped achieve our goal of re-wilding our farmland in the Eastern

Cape. Just as goats had paid for my school fees, they were also supplementary to the success

of creating our game reserve. Although I must admit, my brother William practising as a vet in

the United Kingdom and earning foreign currency – a pound was worth about 12 rand at the

turn of the century – was the main contributor. However, he was pining away in the drizzle and

cold, treating pampered pets, while I was having far more fun handling goats in the wild sunny

outbacks, despite the rocketing bills, flying bullets and bad debts.Our first tentative steps in

converting our farm into a game reserve project were now starting to show promise. With my

goat business having run its course, and William about to come home to South Africa, the next

chapter – an absolutely key one in the lives of the Fowlds family – was about to kick off.We had

the start-up capital, we had the expertise, we had the land. Except not enough land for our

vision of a Big Five reserve. We needed to persuade our neighbours to climb on board.Now

was time to roll the dice.CHAPTER FIVE:A is for AmakhalaAnything worthwhile in life involves

hard work.Re-wilding Leeuwenbosch proved exactly that, but eventually we started to see

modest results. We brought in a couple of giraffes, twelve zebras and a herd of impala and

blesbok and we were in business, although not with many clients. Our biggest money earner

came from converting one of the old farm buildings into a boutique guesthouse, where most of

our initial customers were overflow guests from Shamwari next door. Shamwari was often

operating above capacity and its growing success convinced us we were on the right track.It

also gave us the confidence to approach our neighbours, the Gush, Weeks and Hart families

who – like us – came from settler stock that had farmed their lands for several generations,



spanning well over a century. If we could persuade them to join their properties with ours and

take down fences, we would have the space to create a pristine conservation area and world-

class game reserve.At that stage, we were the only owners with wild game on our land,

although it wasn’t exactly the Serengeti. A handful of giraffe and antelope was hardly going to

lure rich overseas tourists away from the growing number of five-star resorts that were home to

the Big Five.The three families agreed to join us, and wildlife expert David Peddie drew up an

agreement whereby we pooled the land of each owner and shared the cost of game and levies

on a per hectare basis. It was that straightforward.However, unlike us, the other families all had

a Plan B. They kept their dairy and cattle herds in case this crazy wildlife idea dreamed up by

the Fowlds boys crashed and burned. For us, there was no backup option. Re-wilding our land

was the only plan. We ploughed every spare cent we had into our vision. There was no going

back.From those humble beginnings, the seeds of Amakhala Game Reserve took root.

Amakhala is the Xhosa name for the majestic flame-red aloes that grow in the area. For us, it

had the added benefit of starting with an ‘A’, which we thought would be useful for internet

searches. But we were just a bunch of guys from the bush – what did we know about fancy

digital stuff like search engine optimisation and algorithms?My dad, William and I wanted to

expand further, incorporating more landowners that surrounded the nucleus of four family

properties. We soon found one.It came from an unlikely quarter – a former ace surfer, Paul

Naude, originally from Durban but now living in California. Paul, along with the family of his

best friend Derrick Cook, had bought the neighbouring farm HillsNek and we discovered they

were keen to become part of Amakhala. Paul is well known in the global surfing community

and had founded a magazine called ZigZag that in the 1970s became a cult among the

endless summer surf crowd. He was also an astute businessman, heading up the United

States operation of Billabong beachwear. We were tremendously fortunate to have him and the

Cook family join us. Not only did they add a large chunk of wild land to Amakhala, but Paul,

Derrick and his son Brent injected a large number of much-needed game into the

system.Despite that impressive boost, the founder families, amicably referred to as ‘The

Settlers’, initially did not want new members. At that stage, range expansion was not

considered as important as control of the project.I thought we were being short-sighted and

had for some time wanted to buy the farm Kraaibosch next door to us. It was a vital part of

completing the jigsaw of our ultimate vision.I soon got my chance when I heard that a wildlife

expert from Mpumalanga, Will van Duyn, was looking for land to run a disease-free buffalo

breeding scheme in the Eastern Cape. We formed a company to buy Kraaibosch, which would

bring an extra 1000 hectares of wild land into Amakhala, with the added bonus that it was

perfect for buffalo.This was great in theory, but reality soon rudely interfered. The truth of the

matter was that we had no money. The bank flatly refused to lend us a cent.It looked like our

buffalo deal for Kraaibosch was dead in the water. But the gods of good fortune were smiling

when Adrian Birrell, scion of a famous Eastern Cape cricketing family, and his wife Sue came

to the rescue with the equivalent in those days of close on £18,000 as collateral. Adie is my

first cousin and is famous for being Ireland’s World Cup cricket coach in 2007. Ireland is

certainly not renowned for its bat-and-ball prowess, but under Adie the lowly Emerald Islanders

felled mighty Pakistan in one of the game’s biggest slingshots ever fired at a Goliath. To this

day, he never needs to buy a pint of Guinness in Dublin – which is actually a bit of a waste as

he’s a teetotaller, and has been ever since I got him drunk in the bush when he was fifteen

years old.Just as Adrian saved Irish cricket that day, Adie and Sue did the same for us.

Suddenly the banks were falling over themselves and we did an incredible deal with an

extremely awkward seller to buy Kraaibosch at a record price of only £150 a hectare.Will



moved his buffalo to Kraaibosch, giving us the second of our Big Five. We knew we already

had leopard as we found both tracks and kills in the bush, although no one had seen one.Will

was a brilliant animal person, but by his own admission he was cantankerous, volatile and not

good with people. He was not everyone’s favourite, and often rubbed people up the wrong way.

But no one denies that he and his wife Sharon played an absolutely vital role in the Big Five

development of Amakhala.We then sold a section of Kraaibosch to close friends and pilots

from South African Airways, Captains Neil Wallace and Archie Bell. This had the added bonus

of getting us great publicity, as whenever one of them flew over Amakhala, he instructed his

passengers to look out of the windows and see what they were missing if they did not visit the

reserve. Talk about getting orders from above.Other members were Andri Schoeman, Deon

and Elza Truter, who built the five-star Bukela Game Lodge, and Terry Collinson, a Yorkshire-

born man from Guernsey Island. To be blunt, Terry was the sole member swimming against the

tide in our organisation. I guess in the law of averages there must always be an opposition

party, but while Terry was good fun in a bar environment, he sometimes made running a

reserve awkward.The Kraaibosch splinter group originally fell under the Bushman’s River

Constitution, an offshoot of the main Amakhala structure, and committee meetings were

sometimes as wild as the land outside. In fact, some Bushman’s River committee gatherings

ended up in shouting matches that would have put the craziest House of Commons histrionics

to shame. I regularly had to mediate in very difficult situations, and soon learned that people

were far harder to manage than animals. I only discovered later in life how critical a learning

curve that proved to be for me. In my later career as a full-time conservationist, mediation

became my key focus and one of my main challenges – due to something very aptly called

human-wildlife conflict.Andri, Deon and Will van Duyn later sold their Amakhala properties to

the Lion Roars Group, which specialises in hotels and lodges owned by the Bailey family, who

originally came to South Africa from Zimbabwe.This gave us a professional marketing edge as

the Baileys are superb hoteliers and lodge operators with a passion for wildlife. As a result, the

project is not only a pioneer in re-wilding degraded farmland; Amakhala is today an award-

winning Big Five game reserve acknowledged around the world. It’s not me saying that; every

tourism and hospitality website including Trip Advisor agrees.However, we certainly paid our

dues. The first game drives were conducted by sunburnt farmers in shorts and veldschoen

(bush shoes) with guests crammed in the back of pickup trucks, or bakkies as we call them.

Our neighbour Rod Weeks, patriarch of the Weeks family, still laughs when he says, ‘You

sometimes had to drive through the cows and sheep to get to the zebras.’A lot of different

factors came into the mix to create Amakhala, and there have been scores of other key role

players and visionaries. The story is bigger than any one person. I am merely recounting my

intensely personal odyssey of how I got there. In essence, it is the story of my magnificent

goats – without them, I would never have earned the funds to buy into the project and I would

not be where I am today. Goats will forever be among my most treasured animals.My dream of

getting involved in hands-on conservation was now a reality. It had finally happened.CHAPTER

SIX:The Big FiveAmakhala was now up and running. We had land, lodges ranging from three

to five stars to cater for all categories of wildlife lovers, and most importantly we had

animals.But we didn’t have the Big Five. Without that we were stuck in reverse gear as far as

international tourism is concerned.However, we still had one unique selling point. The Eastern

Cape is malaria-free. No other Big Five reserves in the traditional game areas of KwaZulu-

Natal and Mpumalanga, which includes much of the Kruger Park, can claim that. It is an

invaluable asset and something we had to work on.Our neighbour Shamwari had already

made a start on this by promoting their malaria-free reserve at the Africa Travel Indaba, one of



the largest marketing events on the tourism calendar. General manager Joe Cloete, who was

married to my sister Jayne at the time, cunningly placed a ‘no entry’ sign with a red line struck

through a blow-up of a mosquito on posters at their exhibition. This irritated other reserves

intensely, but they could do nothing because it was true. Little did they know that we were

going to do the same.However, fancy lodges, beautiful scenery, glorious African sunsets and

even being malaria-free were still not going to get us the same traction overseas as the top Big

Five reserves. We had leopards, which were wild as hell and largely invisible after being shot

as vermin for more than a century by farmers, and now the buffalo Will van Duyn had

introduced. We desperately needed elephant, rhino and lion. Otherwise there was no global

selling point.The first breakthrough was with elephants. A reserve in KwaZulu-Natal called

Phinda had surplus animals and was happy to supply us.However, the biggest problem was not

relocating the animals. And it completely floored me as is it came from one of our most

influential settler-owners.Henry Gush, the patriarch of the Gush family, was adamant that a

herd of pachyderms would wreck the countryside beyond repair. He didn’t want them, and it

seemed nothing would change his mind.This was a game changer – the gut shot to the project

that I dreaded might happen. If Henry convinced other settler families to think the same,

Amakhala, as far as I was concerned, was doomed.‘They’ll moer the bush, swaer,’ he said to

me. Moer is an Afrikaans word for ‘beat up’, but somewhat more forceful than the literal English

translation.We all loved Henry. He was a true Eastern Cape character and also, I’m proud to

say, my godfather. He and my dad were first cousins and blood brothers, camping, hunting and

fishing as children growing up in the wild. However, he was convinced that as elephants

bulldoze trees to get at the carbohydrate-rich roots, they would leave a trail of destruction in

their wake. I argued that elephants were historically indigenous to the area, as the world-class

Addo Elephant Park several miles west of us attested. In other words, the land had supported

pachyderms for millennia. Elephants would probably alter the landscape to some extent, but

pulling down trees and shrubs also generates new growth.It was put to the vote. I held my

breath. Fortunately, Henry was the only one against the idea. He was overruled.I then

negotiated with a German TV company to film the relocation, and as a pay-off for the publicity,

we got the animals free from Phinda.When the initial elephants arrived at Amakhala in June

2003, to my astonishment Henry was the first person there to greet them. He was as excited as

a kid at Christmas as they were offloaded. If they could have such an effect on a crusty but

lovable old guy such as Henry, imagine what they could do to visitors on the reserve?Until his

death, Henry referred to them as ‘his’ elephants. Far from ‘moering’ the bush, they became one

of his favourite animals.Moving elephants is a difficult business, as the animals are notorious

escape artists. Lawrence Anthony describes in his book, The Elephant Whisperer, how his

herd broke out on two occasions and he was told by the authorities that the elephants would

be shot on sight if they did so again. Anthony kept a two-week, largely sleepless vigil outside

the boma – the livestock enclosure – where his herd was kept, pleading with them not to break

out again. They listened.Shamwari also had a bad experience when their newly relocated herd

broke through the electrified fences and rangers had to chase them all the way south to the

coast, dart them and bring them back. As some of the area was human settlement, it was a

potentially serious situation. As it was, one cow was killed, tossed high into the air like a stick

when it stumbled into the fleeing herd’s path.
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Bruce, “Well done, Boet!. Grant is passionate about conservation and it shows through his life's

work. Amakala is well worth a visit. Cheers to you and your family”

Marcio, “Very good!. Amazing history!”

The Elite Book Group, “Grant Fowlds tells of the hope and the despair of rhino conservation..

Grant Fowlds grew up on Leeuwenbosch, a 2200-hectare farm outside Port Elizabeth in the

Eastern Cape, South Africa. His love of animals and conservation started here – with a herd of

goats. After graduating from Cedara Agricultural College, Grant returned to his family’s farm

and became the second-largest protein milk producer in South Africa. When drought wiped out

the dairy, he and his father realised that if they were to keep the farm they needed to change

direction and start game ranching.Converting their original farm to game ranching/a game

lodge meant that adjacent farmland either needed to be purchased or their owners enticed into

joining them to create the lodge. Land expropriation had also begun in South Africa and the

Fowlds needed to involve the chiefs of all the tribes living in the area to not only participate in

the development of Amakhala but become involved through work or setting up auxiliary

services to ensure they too would benefit from this project.Grant Fowlds could have simply

carried on developing Amakhala. Fortunately for al0l wild animals, he chose to take on a far

more important role; trying to find lasting solutions to prevent rhinos being poached on an

almost daily basis so that their horns could be smuggled to the Far East for people to buy for

their twisted ideas that the horn contains “magic potions” to cure everything from impotence to



cancer. Poaching is not only about the rhino, but all animal inhabitants of reserves.Grant was

invited to join Kingsley Holgate, a partner in the Shakaland Hotel and Zulu Cultural Village

complex as a part-time project manager for the complex. He also joined Kingsley in taking

Rhino Art to schools throughout Africa and even Vietnam. These visits to schools are to

educate children, who will hopefully educate their parents to realise that poaching rhino for

their horns will not help them out of poverty and hardship, only conservation and tourism will

do this.Thanks to the knowledge he has from converting the family farm into a game lodge,

Grant Fowlds has used his knowledge and expertise to help other farmers create private

reserves and help the people who live in the surrounding areas to join with them to ensure that

they too benefit from the tourism this expansion will bring to their areas.I can’t find enough

words to thank Grant Fowlds and Graham Spence for sharing Grant’s story. I shed many tears

in anger reading about the demonic behaviour that the poachers use for killing these ancient

beasts, but also much laughter and excitement to hear what is being done to save

them.Everyone should read this book. The more people who understand what nature faces

daily to survive the better. Other books have given us insights into conservation – this book

makes you truly sit up and listen.RonyElite Book Group received a copy of the book to review.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very good read, learn lots from reading while also enjoying the book.

Brilliant book. Came across this book after reading Anthony Lawrence's collection, and like

those, it is a real eye opener to life in the bush. Would recommend this book to anyone.”

McNuggett, “Very informative book about the plight of the rhinos. Anyone interested in the

natural environment and rhinos will find this book fascinating and hopefully inspiring.”

Alex M, “Brilliant Book. This is a great book, Grant has had some amazing experiences and it's

brilliantly written with Graham Spence. I also found it really interesting to read the Humble in

the Jungle chapter about Grant's visits to see the gorillas in DR Congo, he really brings

together all the different aspects of conservation. Well worth a read!”

Jan Kelway, “Brilliant read!. Brilliant read!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Incredible Reading. I was totally mesmerised from start to finish with

Grants life story and his passion for conservation. A truly memorable read.”
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